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forces, the resultant of these is equal to %irp . SA acting parallel to BA. Thus the attraction at all internal points is the same in^ direction and magnitude. The attraction at an external point may be found in the same way.
83. Ex. Two spheres touch at a point 0, and the space between is filled with homogeneous attracting matter. Show that, when the radii differ by an infinitely small quantity, the attractions at two external points, one at 0 and the other at the opposite extremity of the diameter through 0, are as 1: 5. What is the ratio if the points are inside both spheres ?
84. A theorem of Gauss. The mean value of the potential of any attracting system, taken for all points on any spherical sur-face, is equal to the potential at the centre due to that part of the attracting system which lies outside the sphere plus the quotient of the mass inside the sphere by the radius.           ""^ -;
Let do- be any element of surface of the sphere, V the potential of all the attracting mass at this element. Let M be the mass inside the sphere and M' that outside, and let V1 be the potential of the latter at the centre C. Let a be the radius of the sphere,
.      fVda-     T,     M then we have to prove that J~—- = V\ H-----.
Let m be the mass of any particle of the attracting system, and let it be situated at a point A.    Its potential at any point Q of. the sphere is therefore m/AQ.    The part of the integral fVdcr due to  this  mass  is  therefore  $mdcr/AQ.    The  integral Jdcr/AQ is "' evidently the potential at A of a thin stratum placed on the „/ sphere, of unit surface density, and is therefore equal to 4fira2/AO or &7ro?la according as the point A is situated outside or inside the
'        i«*ea»u£«.,rfi^:S"* '•    •.                  -L                 .„..)•...,
sphere.
Taking all the particles of the attracting system, every particle j m outside the sphere contributes a term 4?ra2.m/AGio the integral \ fVdcr while every particle m' inside contributes a term 4?ra2. m'/a.!
We therefore have -.—* = 2 -r-^ + ~—.  Since Vl is the potential 4?ra2         AC       a                              L
of the external mass at the centre of the sphere, the result follows
**»*•«»>,,:                                                                          r
at once.
Ex. Prove that the mean value of the potential of a body, taken for all points equally distributed throughout the volume of a sphere which is external to the body, is equal to the potential of the body at the centre. This theorem was given by Poisson for the component of attraction on any given direction. Comptes llendus, vol. vii., 1838.

